Autumn 1
Personal, Social
and Emotional
Development
(circle time
planning)

1: Class rules
and behaviour
systems, what
are the stars?
What are house
points? What
are the
marbles in the
jar for?

Autumn 2
1: How can we
play nicely in a
group?
2: How can we
play nicely in a
group?
3: What happens
if someone does
something I do
not like?

2: Settling in –
How can we
make friends at 4: What do good
choices look
school?
like? When is a
good time to say
sorry!

Spring 1
1: How to
communicate my
own needs – what
words are kind
words to use?
2: recap sharing.
3: what can I do
if I feel sad?
Who can I talk
to?
4: Other
feelings I may
encounter and
why!

3: Settling in –
How can we
5: School value:
make friends at 5: Differences in respect
school?
people – me and
my friends.

4: Settling in –
How can we
6: Differences in
make friends at people – me and
my friends.
school?
5: What have
we enjoyed
about school in
our first half
term?

6: school value:
care

Spring 2
1: recap school
rules and
routines!
2: my body –
differences and
what is
acceptable.
3: Families –
what are the
differences in
families?
4: religions and
the importance
of tolerance and
understanding.
5: Helping
others, who is it
important to
help? Why is it
important to be
kind?
6: school value:
collaboration

Summer 1
1: Role play
scenarios: what
happens if
someone is hurt?
2: Role play
scenarios: how
could I help my
friend who is
sad?
3: What is 999?
4: Recap what is
999?
5: Strangers
outside of
school, how
should I deal
with this?
6: Recap
strangers and
how to deal with
this.

Summer 2
1: It is nearly
the end of
reception! What
have I enjoyed
about being in
reception?
2: What changes
might happen in
year one?
3: What am I
looking forward
to about being in
year 1?
4: My teacher in
year one! Who is
it? What do I
like about them?
5: My taster
session in year
one! What was it
like? What will I
do when I am in
year one?
6: Goodbye to
reception! Recap
of the year.

